
Lesson Six – The W Method 

 

Okay so the W method is more about outlining than brainstorming/plotting. In that I mean, it has 

more structure. In truth, the W IS the structure of a three act plot.  

 

Think of it like this, you're writing a W on a page.  

 

Act I 

The beginning, first place your pen touches, is the inciting incident, your hook, what it is that 

sets the ball rolling. 

As you make that first stroke of the W you're building up to your conflict, laying it out.  

The bottom of that first stroke is your first turning point. This is the place where your protagonist 

decides they are going to act, they are going to do something about this problem that is 

happening. 

 

Act II 

As we make our upstroke this is where your protagonist realizes their problem, reacts to, and 

processes all that has happened in the first act.  

Now we're at the apex of our W ... the very middle of our plot. Here is another inciting incident 

that keeps our protagonist on their path-- like I say, MORE CONFLICT. You always need more 

conflict.  

On our down stroke from the apex (which is the midpoint of both our W and our story) the 

conflict grows more complicated. Torture those characters, make it more. 

We end our act at the second low point of our W with our black moment. Whatever keeps your 

heroine/hero apart in a romance... it happens HERE. 

 

Act III 

Our upstroke from the dark moment is where you have your conflict resolution and your big 

moment in romance where either the hero or heroine puts it all on the line to make things right.  

And the END of our W is the resolution of our entire story, bring all the bits together. 

 

For more information, check here: 

http://howtowriteshop.loridevoti.com/2018/05/how-to-plot-a-book-the-w-plot/ 

 

And here: 

 

https://www.how-to-write-a-book-now.com/w-plot.html 
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